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Energy Changes
Energy is all around us. You can‛t hold energy

in your hands. You can see what energy does.
In the story you read in your student activity 
book, Darrell said that energy can make matter
move or change. He listed different forms of 
energy – light, heat, sound, electrical, mechanical,
and chemical. We use some of these forms of 
energy every day. 
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Part of learning about sound energy
is learning about energy changes or trans- 
formations. When an object moves or vibrates, 
you can see mechanical energy in action. When
you hear sound from the moving object, you are
hearing mechanical energy that has changed into
sound energy.

In this unit, trace the sound back to the
mechanical energy that was changed into sound.
That means, try to fi gure out what was moving 
to make the sound energy you hear. Different 
moving objects make different sounds.

A Vibrating 
String Bass
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When you turn on a fan, the fan‛s motor uses 
electrical energy. The electrical energy changes
to movement. Movement is mechanical energy.
electrical energy mechanical energy

A car burns gas
in the engine. This 
is chemical energy.
The engine changes 
this energy into
mechanical energy
to move the car.
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We use heat energy for cooking. We use
electrical energy to run computers and microwave 
ovens. We use mechanical energy when we ride
a bike or sharpen a pencil. We use light energy
to grow plants for our food. We use sound energy 
to listen to music. 
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Energy can be changed from one form to
another. This is called an energy transformation.
Energy changes can be very useful. For example, 
propane goes through a chemical change in a gas 
grill. The chemical energy in the gas is changed 
to heat energy to cook food.

Can you think of other energy changes that 
are helpful?
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light energy

electrical energy

When you light a birthday candle, the
chemical energy in the candle changes to light
and heat energy.

light energy

chemical energy


